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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the history of hard rock mining on the large lakes of north-west Canada (Athabasca, Great Slave and Great Bear) from 1921 to 1960. It is based on the records of the three largest mining companies, Eldorado Mining and Refining, Cominco, and Giant Mines as well as government documents, oral histories and published geological and technical reports. The paper opens by assessing the historiography of mines in relation to nature and presents an overview of the regional geology and mine operations. The analysis considers the character of ‘subterranean bodies’ and how they reveal the physical engagement of miners with nature. It assesses how geology in conjunction with the creation of habitable mine environments animated these bodies. The final section moves into the surface mills where ores were metaphorically and physically digested as part of a larger metabolic process. The manuscript argues that the perception of subterranean bodies masked the negative consequences of mine operations by presenting minerals as renewable resources, by presenting the large lakes as physical rather than cultural landscapes, and by separating ores from their larger environmental contexts even as miners integrated industrial operations into the large lake ecosystems.
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Prior to the 1920s, the Mackenzie River basin remained a frontier of Canadian society populated by indigenous northerners, fur traders and missionaries and occasionally visited by scientists, explorers and tourists. Only the southernmost reaches of the basin, the Peace River district of northern Alberta, allowed viable agriculture anywhere other than small pockets of moderate climate on the shores of lakes and rivers. The limited agricultural potential kept settlers out of the basin, although growing numbers of itinerant trappers and traders had travelled north along the Mackenzie River in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. Canada's Dominion government had little interest in the Mackenzie District, however, until the discovery of oil near Fort Norman in 1920, leading to a prompt treaty settlement, Treaty 11, with the indigenous Dene in 1921. The discovery of oil was significant not just in its own right, but also because of its potential to provide a strategic fuel supply for industrial development in the north-west. This potential was realised with the identification and rapid development of radium and gold mines on the large lakes of the Mackenzie basin in the 1930s.

Located close in time and space to the world-famous Klondike gold rush, and sharing the inhospitable subarctic environment as both stage and main actor, the Mackenzie district mining boom was nevertheless of an entirely different character than its predecessor to the west. If the Klondike was one of the last ‘poor man’s’ mining rushes, the Mackenzie mining developments quickly co-opted individual efforts into large corporate structures that characterised mine and mill operations on the north-west large lakes.¹ The Klondike rush had demonstrated that isolation and a harsh climate were obstacles that could be overcome with the right motivation. But the gold and even more precious radium on the Mackenzie lakes was locked up in hard rocks, not dispersed in streams and gravel. Even the most motivated individuals could only prospect for these minerals, they could not hope to extract them. By the 1940s, when uranium replaced radium production in the region, the military applications of radioactive minerals brought the Canadian government into the north-west mining industry through the formation of the federal crown corporation, Eldorado Mining and Refining, Ltd., to mine, process and market uranium found on the large lakes. Between 1920 and 1960, environment and geography combined with the nature of the mineral formations and their market and military significance to create a new kind of northern mining industry and new relationships to northern environments.

This paper considers the languages and practices of the individuals and companies involved in the north-west mining industry as evidence of their relationships to the rest of nature. The perspectives of managers, engineers and geologists predominate in this analysis, reflecting their more influential role in shaping mine and mill operations and practices in this context from within the corporate structures of the principal mining companies: Eldorado Mining and Refining, Cominco, and Giant Mines. Company directors also figure in this
analysis as they were often geologists, engineers or prospectors who had spent significant time on the Mackenzie lakes prior to their promotion into the ranks of corporate executives and were much closer to mine operations than their counterparts in other mining districts. The language and practices of miners, millers and prospectors are examined not only as they are preserved within corporate and government records, but also significantly from their own oral and written records. Collectively I refer to this category of sojourning representatives of southern industrial societies as mining men.

The paper argues that these mining men valued their exploitation of subarctic natural resources as a creative engagement that extended the possibilities for life and work into hostile surface and sub-surface places. This argument stands in contrast to prevailing interpretations within environmental historiography which emphasise the malignance of mining operations, the pollution and disfigured surfaces that mines leave behind, and the social and political responses to the environmental crises created by these operations. Historians Richard Francaviglia and Duane Smith, seek explanations for the destructive character of mining in Western cultural justifications that set forth the right to dominate the natural world and transform the land. Kathryn Morse’s environmental history of the Klondike gold rush turns sympathetic attention to miners’ work in nature and recognises their ‘intense physical and mental contact with the earth’. Morse nevertheless argues that miners were, in the end, ‘interested only in gold’. Environmental historians see capitalist greed and the abstraction of the natural world into commodities as the motivation and mechanism that drove mining men and allowed their transformation of living nature into dead and mechanical industry. This interpretation draws upon much older perceptions of mines as dead and degraded places. There is no shortage of admonitions against miners in the ancient and early-modern worlds for the damage their work did to nature.

In combination with this deeply rooted critique of mining’s assaults upon natural systems there exists an historical mining language that evokes underground ore deposits as subterranean bodies replete with veins, heads and tails. This paper describes how, in the Mackenzie district hard rock mines, this particular mining language flourished and evolved, detailing subterranean bodies that animated mines and mills in early-twentieth-century subarctic Canada. Mining men expanded upon this language in response to changed hard rock mining practices. But subterranean bodies constituted more than an industrial tool, they also reveal the complex symbolic relationships that existed between mining men and the environments they exploited. Daniel Philippon demonstrates how metaphors reveal the values that people read into nature and which in turn affect their interactions with the natural world. Metaphors represent how people understand and experience one thing in terms of another and we can use the presuppositions that make the metaphors work to explore the values and ethics that encourage their collective adoption. When practice correlates to metaphor, as we see mining men remaking nature in the Canadian Subarctic by constructing
extractive systems that modelled the human body, this strengthens the interpretative significance of the metaphorical language of subterranean bodies and what it can tell us about the industrial transformation of the large lakes.

By assessing the creative practices of the early twentieth-century mining industry as a specific manifestation of capitalist relations to natural resources, this paper builds upon Andrew Isenberg’s argument in *Mining California*, that we have to recognise the systematising and conservative character of capitalism. Extractive industrial systems such as the gold and uranium mines, depended upon locally available resources to subordinate both living and non-living nature to produce simplified goods for international markets. This paper thus provides an illustration of Marina Fischer-Kowalski and Helmut Haberl’s argument that, whereas pre-industrial economic activity harnessed other living things to human ends, industry extended this manipulation to the non-living or long-dead parts of nature. The persistent emphasis by mining men upon notions of living mine environments ultimately encouraged environmentally unconstrained mining practices with enduring harmful impacts on local ecosystems. We need to look beneath the earth’s surface through the eyes of those who pursued mineral riches there. Otherwise, we underestimate the complex rationale that buttressed decisions with wide-reaching negative environmental effects.

The western subarctic, reaching from the southern tip of Lake Winnipeg to the Arctic Circle as it rings the Northwest Territories, remained remote from industrial society until the combined stimuli of rich oil and mineral finds, economic depression and new transportation technologies bridged the distance between this vast territory and metropolitan centres to the south. After 1930, gold, radium and uranium mines dominated the new industrial landscape laid down on the shores of Lake Athabasca, Great Slave Lake and Great Bear Lake. These three lakes formed with the retreat of the Laurentide ice sheet and are the most spectacular remnants of glaciation across a landscape submerged in a ‘patternless profusion’ of lakes and ponds. Great Slave and Great Bear lakes are among the largest in the world. Bot-}
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represents the ancient nucleus of a proto-continent with rocks in the Acasta gneiss north of Yellowknife dating back four billion years. Gold was found in a greenstone belt made up of volcanic rocks set down in a marine environment overlain by sedimentary rocks, all of which were subsequently altered and intruded by granites and granodiorites. From the north shore of Lake Athabasca to the Arctic Ocean a great system of north-easterly trending faults and shear zones, dipping vertically to steeply north-west, imposed a regional structural orientation. The diverse origins, ancient age and multiple phases of deformation of the Precambrian rocks produced complicated geologies and striking landscapes. The geologist Mackintosh Bell in his 1900 survey of Great Bear Lake
described thousand-foot cliffs at the water’s edge with rocks that ‘weather to beautiful shades of purple, red, and brown, and the reflections of the coloured precipitous cliffs in the clear northern waters, with the brilliant arctic sunlight were singularly beautiful’.  

To the south-west, the younger Interior Platform included Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary sequences set down overtop of Precambrian rocks when, around half a billion years ago, the Shield was mostly covered by warm and shallow seas. These sedimentary sequences hosted rich oil and gas deposits and some coal. It was in Palaeozoic formations that workers with Imperial struck oil in 1920. At the time, indigenous peoples retained title over the land along the Mackenzie River. From the Department of the Interior, F.H. Kitto advised the Dominion Government that ‘the recent discoveries of oil at Norman have been made on lands virtually belonging to those tribes’.  

A treaty party sent north the following year obtained signatures to Treaty 11 from the Dene resident along the Mackenzie River, Great Slave Lake and Great Bear Lake. The character of the oil field combined with the costs of resource development in such a remote location remained prohibitive and Imperial Oil capped the main well at Norman in 1925. Exploration nevertheless continued apace across the Mackenzie basin, with prospectors and companies secure in the knowledge that oil at Norman Wells could fuel future operations.

The identification of pitchblende on the wave-cleared shores of Great Bear Lake in 1930 and gold on Great Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca after 1933, stimulated the rise of a mining industry and sustained this industry up to 1960. Gold is one of the few commodities that benefits from general economic depression. The value of gold rises during economic downswings; it was a secure commodity much sought after by shaky national economies, particularly those that in the 1930s had retained the gold standard.  

Radium (produced from pitchblende) likewise remained a profitable commodity during the Great Depression. The value of radium was inelastic as world reserves were so small and the demand for its use in hospitals to treat cancers and for research continuously exceeded supply. Simultaneous to the increase in the value of gold, the costs of exploration and production fell along with other goods and services in the depressed Canadian economy. As Prairie farms failed, more men were willing to work on a distant lake shore in a severe climate. In June 1935 the Saskatchewan Attorney General, T.C. Davis remarked on the ‘influx into [the Athabasca] territory of a large number of people from all over Canada … they are drifting in from everywhere’. The combination of available labour, lowered costs and high value for the end products meant that potential profits rose dramatically.

In the early 1930s, hundreds of men and women travelled north to Great Bear Lake to prospect for pitchblende or work in one of the three operating mines. The largest operation, the Port Radium mine on the shores of Echo Bay, went underground in 1932, installed a gravity mill in 1933, and was in continuous operation employing between seventy and one hundred men until wartime labour
and material shortages closed it down in 1940. Other newcomers picked up jobs in the burgeoning service industry working on the boats that ferried goods and people, or in administrative offices located at Cameron Bay. The gold rushes onto Lake Athabasca and Great Slave Lake took off in 1934.22 The Athona and Box mines on Lake Athabasca employed forty and thirty men respectively, who helped populate the village of Goldfields. Prospectors located larger and richer deposits on Great Slave Lake. A new mining community, Yellowknife, was founded in 1938 at the site of the Con and Giant mines. Consolidated Mining and Smelting (hereafter Cominco) operated both the Con and the Box mines as the largest company in the subarctic gold industry.23 Gold mining operations contracted sharply with the arrival of World War Two. The mines on Lake Athabasca closed permanently, the Con mine ceased production for the duration of the war, and the Giant mine delayed production until 1945.

Port Radium closed in 1940 but secretly reopened in 1942, now under the auspices of the federal crown corporation Eldorado Mining and Refining (hereafter Eldorado). The new operation mined uranium as a continental supplier of high grade material to the American Manhattan Project. After the war and into the 1950s the gold and uranium mines each expanded their operations; the workforce at Port Radium alone tripled to around 250 men.24 Eldorado opened the Beaverlodge mine, the largest of several mines including as well the Nesbitt-LaBine, Nicholson, Lorado and Gunnar operations sunk into the low-grade uranium deposits on the north shore of Lake Athabasca. Residents abandoned the older village of Goldfields and dragged the school-house, hotel and private residences across the ice to the new site of Uranium City. The contracts between the Canadian federal government and the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC) expired in 1962 as the United States completed its stockpile of nuclear warheads. Having exhausted the most profitable pitchblende seams, Port Radium closed in 1960 and activity in the gold and uranium fields on Great Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca faltered.

THE LANGUAGE OF MINING

Hard rock mining in the Canadian Subarctic did not follow upon previous industrial activities but rather supplanted an earlier mercantile fur trade economy. Eldorado, Cominco, Giant and the many smaller companies imported men to the north-west to operate the mines and mills. Although employed in surface operations and auxiliary industries, as transportation workers in particular, no local Metis or Native workers were employed underground prior to 1958. Native involvement in the Mackenzie mines was even more circumscribed than in the Yukon gold district where many Natives found employment as packers, prospectors, provisioners and woodcutters. These forms of employment were available to Mackenzie Natives but the mining companies closely regulated
who would work not only underground but also in auxiliary employment.\textsuperscript{25} Mining operations likewise excluded women, although there were a handful of women prospectors including most notably Viola MacMillan who operated Gulch Mines, a small mining company on Lake Athabasca in the 1950s, and served as president of the Prospectors and Developers Association for 13 years beginning in 1943. The majority of workers above and below ground were Canadian-born or otherwise white British men who commonly stayed on only a year (the length of their first contract) and then moved on. A large minority was made up of European immigrants to Canada. Swedes and Norwegians frequently found work as hand-steelers, “they were shaft sinkers and they drove drifts and cross-cuts underground”.\textsuperscript{26} Many eastern and southern European immigrants who came to the mine fields without such specific skills were put to surface work initially, while they learned English, and only later employed underground. Prospectors, miners and mill workers arrived as skilled and unskilled workers, those with experience in similar kinds of environments and those completely new to the subarctic. The majority of workers were sojourners and all found themselves in an unfamiliar environment, segregated physically and socially from the long-term, predominantly Native residents of the region.

Those employed as managers, engineers, geologists and company directors brought specific training and experience to the north-west mines and the degree of specialisation increased towards mid-century. At Port Radium in the 1930s, there was no resident geologist and the superintendent Emil Walli relied on his experience from mines in northern Ontario and a basic knowledge of geological principles to guide development underground.\textsuperscript{27} Walli later went on to direct the Nesbitt-LaBine operations on Lake Athabasca. In 1937, Neil Campbell, a graduate from the University of Alberta came to work at the Con mine, which became the subject of his doctoral dissertation. In his doctoral research, Campbell discerned a new gold-rich shear zone, named the Campbell shear, which supplied much of the gold ore to the mine from the 1940s through the 1960s. At Eldorado, Dr E.B. (Gil) Gillanders replaced Ed Bolger as mine manager at Port Radium in 1947 and later took over the Beaverlodge operations. Gillanders had a doctorate in geology, although his thesis area was in north-east Rhodesia.\textsuperscript{28} He was a prime example of the new corporate executives at Eldorado and Cominco who used their training as well as field and practical experience in mining, engineering or geology to rise through the corporate ranks. From the outset, mine managers, geologists and superintendents were permitted to bring their families north and their commitment to a particular operation typically spanned several years or even decades. Nevertheless, they too eventually left the subarctic for jobs in the south or elsewhere in the Canadian mining fields.

George Findlay, a prospector who worked in the Yellowknife and Uranium City districts, insisted that “a mining man without imagination, well he isn’t a mining man”.\textsuperscript{29} Findlay thus summed up the basic challenge of mineral exploration and
development in the north-west: miners, engineers, geologists and company directors had to be able to discuss the physical properties of mostly hidden masses. A highly technical language, inherited from past mining practice and further developed in twentieth-century hard rock operations, contributed concepts such as cobbing, stopes, adits, drifts and raises to describe operations and structures that lacked surface counterparts. Mining’s unique technical language pointed to the exceptional character of subterranean primary production. There was another language, however, that coexisted with the technical language but rather than describing mines as alien places, drew instead on familiar organic metaphors and metaphors of the human body. There were ore bodies and ore concentrated in veins. Miners ‘cut’ and ‘open[ed] up’ the veins by drilling and blasting to expose mineralisation.

Emil Walli, the superintendent at Port Radium, directed his workers to ‘follow the veins’ which appeared as ‘branching vein system[s]’ or ‘vein structures’ where veins swelled or pinched or were elsewhere ‘sinuous’ (see Figure 2).

Underground, limbs, tongues and noses manifested as exten-
sions of larger ore bodies. As W.F. James and B.S.W. Buffam wrote in 1949, ‘In addition to the main granite mass plunging east, there is some evidence to indicate that a tongue of granite extends southeast from the main mass.’ The limbs and noses were found in structures like veins or other distinguishable formations that curved and folded.

This language evoked a subterranean world modelled on the human body and hearkened back to the descriptions of an alive earth that preceded the modern dead and mechanical nature. Descriptions of veins and bodies were part of the older heritage of mining operations as such language had long been employed in subterranean environments. But beneath the shores of the Canadian large lakes in the early twentieth century mining men set forth much more detailed descriptions of subterranean bodies that reflected hard rock mining’s changed relationships to nature in the twentieth-century subarctic.

GEOLOGY

In the early twentieth century geologists became vital to profitable hard rock mine operations. The federal Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) retreated from mapping in the north-west after 1929 and mine geologists played a greater role than ever before in articulating the general geology of the large lake region. Industry geologists focused their attention on the immediate vicinity of mine sites to the extent that C.S. Lord, in his 1951 synthesis of the Mineral Industry of the Northwest Territories, remarked how ‘the best known parts of the Canadian Shield [geology] lie within 200 miles of its western border’ where the mining operations were all found. As changes in technology and processing made exploitation of lower-grade ores more feasible, host rocks generally had a more complex mineralogy which placed greater demand on scientific expertise for its efficient extraction. Mine geologists became fixtures at mine operations on the lakes. By the 1950s, each of the major mine sites employed several geologists. At the Giant mine four men worked under the direction of the Chief Geologist. They visited each working place daily and mapped the geology of a stope ‘from the time stope preparation is started until the mining is completed.’ Mine directors expected geological staff to regularly examine the rocks exposed during the course of mine work in order to guide operations most efficiently.

As mine science and practice became increasingly specialised, geological visions of subterranean environments exerted greater influence over mine operations than they had in the past. Where other observers saw rocks as static and inanimate objects, geologists saw the lithosphere in motion over time. This motion manifested when geologists imagined ore deposits in the form of their precursor fluids, interpreted regional structural features related to the former location of rocks at or near the edges of continental plates, and assessed how increased pressure and temperature at depth caused solid rocks to fold and
In composing regional geological accounts, the geologists working at the Con mine focused on the north-easterly trending fault system, which included the Campbell shear zone. Movement along the fault released pressure and created channels through which ore-bearing solutions moved and in which they ultimately petrified. These ore-bearing solutions originated in the chemical soups that comprised particular rocks. Geologists sought out the source of mineralisation at each site, the ‘parent’ material from which the mineral-rich hydrothermal solutions descended. The originating granites and granodiorites were readily apparent at Port Radium. On Lake Athabasca, however, multiple events had led to the formation of uranium-bearing rocks and A.W. Joliffe with Gunnar abandoned his efforts to compose a straightforward history.

Matthew Eddy discusses how, in Enlightenment Scotland, geological sciences used medical concepts about the human body as analogies to describe the structure of the earth. Geological accounts from the large lake mines furthered this conceptual relationship by animating subterranean bodies. Geologists saw how veins and bodies ‘plunged’ and could ‘turn the other way and then back again’. These veins were the remnant structures through which the hydrothermal solutions, from which mineral deposits originated, had ‘circulated’. Circulating mineral solutions penetrated and impregnated rocks. Ores straddled boundaries and encroached upon other formations. Geologists were concerned to describe the ‘habit and character’ and the ‘behaviour’ of structures relevant to the mine operations. Geologists also closely dissected the bodies they encountered. In just one report, the mine geologists at Beaverlodge, B.S.W. Buffam, Douglas Campbell and E.E.N. Smith, described ‘hairlike threads of pitchblende’, and identified the minerals that entered ‘hairline fractures’ and the fractures filled with ‘bone-white’ quartz. The closest detailing of ore bodies appeared in mining reports composed by geologists but produced for managers and engineers. The exclusively geological reports used much more highly technical and specific language. Geologists adapted subterranean bodies to convey notions of an animate lithosphere to other mining men. In this fashion the use of these metaphors shaped a particular human understanding of the material world and reflected the increased prominence of geology in interpreting the structures and rocks exploited in hard rock mines.

EXTENDING HABITABLE ENVIRONMENTS

In the early twentieth century, from the Mike Horse mine in Montana to the Rand gold mines in South Africa, as the richest and most readily accessible ore seams were mined out operators moved further down and exploited ever more marginal deposits. These circumstances were most pronounced in frontier areas like the Canadian Subarctic where the distance from industrial centres required the construction of extensive plants and transportation networks to
exploit mineral deposits. Once in place, mine operators preferred to maximise their production in the immediate region before abandoning an investment and moving on. The Con, Giant and Port Radium operations each deepened their shafts in the post-war period and the same rationale guided decisions to mine the low-grade deposits on Lake Athabasca and tailings waste on Great Bear Lake. To intensify operations rather than to exploit more extensively the rich mineral resources of the Canadian Shield meant the construction of ever more complicated subterranean support systems for miners that substituted for the elaboration of transportation networks or the creation of new industrial communities. Mines and mills became more profoundly integrated into local ecosystems, with mine operators drawing on principles of industrial engineering that systematised not only the disparate parts of the natural world (water, air, rocks, ore) but also human relations to different materials and fuels. In this context, mine engineers and operators used descriptions of subterranean bodies to emphasise the place of people in their new industrialised systems.

Sojourning workers in the north-west found conditions at the earth’s surface extreme, unaccustomed as they were to the long, cold, dark winters and the blazing hot, mosquito and black-fly-infested summers; conditions above ground were nevertheless quite amenable to human habitation. Below ground was another matter. A mine was only possible if it was habitable. Humans had to survive underground in order to create a mine. Mines were like buildings in reverse, constructed downwards by removing material, rather than upwards with the addition of material. They demanded the same basic flows of air, heat and water and the same, general structural soundness because mines did not exist in the absence of human activity. These elements essential for life had to be brought below ground as inextricable parts of the mines themselves.

Articulating the presence of subterranean ore bodies emphasised that much of what miners did underground was necessary to create space for human bodies and highlighted the physical and tactile relations between mine work and underground nature. Arne Lahti, a manager at Port Radium in the early 1930s, regularly described the makeup of the ore ‘face’ specifically whether pitchblende showed or not. Miners used figurative ‘fingers’ and ‘toes’ to penetrate into the walls of the shaft or the face from which they were working and set powder for blasting. Miners exposed faces, backs and breasts underground. The superintendent at the Giant mine, D.C. McDonald, described how ‘breasts are carried 8 ft. high and stope backs are arched where necessary’. McDonald also detailed the ‘rib pillars’ that provided support along the stopes. This use of language expressed how miners physically engaged underground environments and described alien subterranean places using human bodies as a scale, because it was these bodies that would take the subterranean environments apart. Egan Sorensen, a miner at Beaverlodge, broke his back blasting a breast underground. While scaling the back, a piece of loose rock weighing approximately 1,000 pounds fell from above and crushed his spine. Miners’ bodies were necessary
to extract ores and the dangers that mine work posed to human life evidenced an intimate physical engagement.

As hard rock mines extended further beneath the surface to access diffused minerals, mines demanded a degree of stability that had not been necessary in more shallow operations. Miners maintained structural stability down shafts and along drifts by timbering, rock bolting and leaving in place pillars of ore, like the ribs in the Giant mine, to act as supports. By the 1940s, cut and fill methods prevailed in the large lake mines and provided stability by using waste material as fill. The barren rock broken up to access the ore, in this system, was redistributed into areas that had been mined out. The Con and Beaverlodge mines used mill tailings to fill in the cavities created by mining. At Beaverlodge water and pipes conveyed the tailings underground as hydraulic fill, which penetrated the interstices between mined-out areas filling in more irregularities and offering better support. These methods contrasted with the short-lived low-grade Box mine in the 1930s, which employed a forced caving system. Here, miners blasted out the supports that held ore bodies allowing the ore to cave, fall and shatter facilitating subsequent handling. The miners retreated parallel to the direction of the ore body, allowing the roof over mined-out areas to subside to restore stability.

Hard rock mines deepened human ties to nature by extending the human experience into ever more alien and previously inaccessible places. This required that mine engineers sustain human bodies beneath the earth and protect them from the unique hazards of these environments. Airflow had to be established and regulated in mines, it also had to account for the additional hazards produced by diesel-powered equipment and the dust created by shattering rocks for ore. As mines extended deeper beneath the surface, the provision of fresh air to workers became increasingly complicated. As one observer noted, deeper mining operations at mid-century were made possible ‘by a revolution in methods to produce a lot of muck and move it quickly ... which in turn has meant the creation of more dust. The problem therefore has been to get rid of it.’

Ventilation was necessary to limit the concentrations of silica particles and radioactive dust that were the major health hazards within the north-west mining industry. Wherever hard-rock miners broke apart silica-bearing rocks they inhaled silica-rich dust leading to silicosis, a wasting and fatal lung disease. The hazards of mining radioactive ores were not as well understood as silicosis but drilling, blasting and milling produced dust particles and water droplets to which the solid decay products of radon attached. Inhaling uranium dust brought these radioactive particles inside human bodies, intensifying individual exposure to harmful radiation. Union representatives and Eldorado officials disputed the standards of acceptable daily exposure and most mines simply relied on improved ventilation to minimise exposure to both radioactive and silica-bearing dust. In these ventilation systems, a combination of natural drafts and fans circulated and forced the air through the shafts. To reach the farthest
most isolated parts of mines, ten to fifteen inch ventilation pipes and fans were used. Nevertheless, a team that surveyed the Beaverlodge site in the summer of 1954 noted ‘active dead ends at the mine with no ventilation’: some of these were almost a kilometre long. Invisible radiation hazards undermined workers’ efforts to create habitable environments.

Cold posed the greatest hazards to human life and efficient mining in the Canadian north-west. At Port Radium, the farthest north of the mines, permafrost reached 100 metres below the surface. The mine shaft extended to 240 metres by 1940 and the final depth reached in 1953 was 743 metres. In the top permafrost zone, drill machines and water lines froze and haulageways and ditches had to be kept clear of ice. In each of the large lake mines it was necessary to supply warm air to the underground workings. This was accomplished in part by passing air currents through the old workings in upper levels. These ‘natural facilities’, as ventilation specialist C.S. Gibson of Ontario put it, sufficed in some mines. Elsewhere mine operators relied on the excess heat produced by machines that worked at and below the surface to help keep spaces at working temperature. Bunker heating oil was burned to provide additional warmth and fans directed warm air into the workings.

Industrial operations employed high-energy fuels that generated heat that could be captured to keep workers warm, but which at times was also sufficient to melt and damage the machinery itself. Water was needed to cool machines as well as to keep workers going. This basic dependence explains in part why industries situated initially on the lakes, which provided reliable and massive supplies of freshwater. Under the Dominion Quartz Mining Regulations, mining companies lifted water to satisfy machines and workers directly from the large lakes, pumping this water on-shore and then underground. Gunnar estimated their daily consumption of lake water, including water chlorinated for domestic use, at four million gallons. The Con operations provide an approximation of relative consumption. There the mine and mill were supplied by two 200 gallon-per-minute pumps that directed the flow to 45,000 gallon storage tanks. Two 100 gallon-per-minute pumps and a 20,000 gallon storage tank were required for human consumption.

At each of the mines, controlling water was more important than ensuring adequate supply. As miners blasted and extracted rocks underground they freed up new pathways for water found in the pores, cracks and fissures of the country rock. Water seeped out of the walls and accumulated in the drifts and shafts threatening to flood the mine. Over time, as a mine aged, water and ice problems eased as ground waters disappeared from the shafts closest to the surface, providing more space through which to circulate and warm air. Mine operators recognised the significance of the ‘age and probable life’ of a given operation, and these notions were part of the larger discourse about mines as living places. Each mine also had unique water problems. Secondary faulting in the gold-rich Campbell shear zone created watercourses in the mine work-
ings. At Port Radium, Great Bear Lake breached the mine in 1936. To remove the water required constant pumping and in 1940 this flow amounted to 300 gallons per minute. In addition to pumping the water out of the mine, workers annually drilled and grouted several thousand metres in the mine walls. A combination of sumps and pumps carried water to the surface for reuse in mill and dredging operations. At Port Radium, Eldorado initiated a major dredging programme to recover quantities of uranium-rich tailings dumped into Great Bear Lake in the 1930s and 1940s. The dredge contributed thousands of tons of tailings to the mill operations monthly and required a constant flow of water to keep the tailings sands moving. Overflow water from the mine and mill initially supplied the dredge; by 1953 these were insufficient and engineers incorporated lake water into the flow. Workers redirected the water that seeped into the mine outwards to combine with lake and mill water, to send tailings sand from the lake bed up a pipe into the mill for processing.

The Port Radium dredge exemplified the interconnected systems erected by mine engineers across the north-west that bound the new extractive operations to local air, water, fuel and rocks. These interconnections signalled the widespread adoption of industrial engineering techniques within Canadian hard rock mines. Industrial engineering integrated people, material, machines and energy and guided decisions to recycle and reuse energy and material flows. In deploying the language of subterranean bodies, engineers like McDonald at the Giant mine expressed how they were creating extractive systems to extend habitable environments beneath the large lakes. Industrial engineering also involved the substitution of mechanical for human labour in the hard rock mines. William Cronon and Richard White have argued that thus industrialisation weakened links between human work and nature’s work. As the following section makes clear, in the north-west mining industry mechanical artifice substituted for human or natural processes, most strikingly in the mills and refineries which metamorphosed ores into finished products for sale on international markets. Yet the mills and refineries were only surface extensions of the integrated systems that bound industrial operations, and the people who worked them, to local nature. More importantly, the persistence of figurative living and organic bodies reveal how mining men adopted metaphors not only to articulate the integrated and human character of mining’s relationship to its environment, but also used the human body to remodel nature on the large lakes.

MECHANISATION AND MILLING

Machines, powered by fossil fuels, and explosives had always done much of the necessary work underground in breaking up rock. Now machines were adapted to all phases of mine and mill operations from prospecting and drilling to ore handling and mill circuits. Machines provided new information; the increased
availability and more precise calibration of Geiger and scintillation counters (scin-
tillometers), which measured radioactivity, meant that by the mid-1950s Geiger
counters were used most in most stages of exploration and mine development
including airborne geophysical investigations. Geiger counters and airborne
geophysical surveys changed relationships between geologists, prospectors and
the environment. These technologies substituted for close attention to the ap-
ppearance, contours and textures of the land. Underground, workers increasingly
relied on automated technologies to protect them from the specific hazards of
mine environments. In the Fay Shaft at the Beaverlodge mine site, for example,
automatic electrical controls kept water levels between two and four feet above
the drift bottom. New technologies also facilitated the deeper interpenetration
of human and natural systems in mines and mills. Lowered costs of diamond
drilling made for its ubiquitous application in prospecting and underground
development. Mine operators could thus look ever deeper into the earth, and set
their explosive blasts farther inside mine walls. Skilled miners continued to be
needed, not only for their abilities to plan and execute mine development, but
also for their flexibility and reach in scaling stopes and drifts and selectively
mining. But in the post-World War Two period, the acute labour shortages of the
war period led to increased mechanical handling of broken ore which allowed
further for intensified production.

Mills and refineries used mechanical, chemical and metallurgical treatments
to wrest apart the matrices that held the desired elements fast, and then to re-
constitute these elements into transportable and saleable forms. At times this
process resembled a recipe: add a bit of mercury, some cyanide, some water,
and cook to 650ºC, stirring constantly to produce a nice, clean, bar of gold. The
equipment needed to complete this recipe and the toxic chemicals and hard
rocks that made up the ingredient list, necessitated the construction of enormous
industrial complexes fitted to cook and mix slurries largely independent from
human intervention. The gold mines and mills on Great Slave Lake and Lake
Athabasca completed the entire circuit of production and processing on loca-
tion to produce finished gold bars destined for the Royal Mint in Ottawa. The
uranium ores mined from the shores of Great Bear Lake and Lake Athabasca,
by contrast, required processing on site to extract much of the waste rock and
prepare uranium concentrates (yellowcake) for transportation to Port Hope on
Lake Ontario. Eldorado initially constructed the Port Hope Refinery to produce
radium but after 1948 the end goal instead was uranium black oxide (U₃O₈), a
dense orange powder grading approximately 96 per cent, packed into five-tonne
steel containers and shipped to the USAEC. The plant at Port Hope intensified,
through repetition and augmentation, the procedures from the on-site mills. Pro-
duction at Port Hope and on the large lakes was directed to meet the standards
set by the USAEC and the Royal Mint.

The earliest mill on the large lakes was the gravity concentration plant con-
structed in 1933 at Port Radium, which relied on the greater density of radium
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and uranium to separate out rich pieces of ore from the lighter unmetamorphosed sedimentary host rocks.\textsuperscript{78} These gravity concentrates constituted the earliest products shipped south from the Great Bear Lake mine. As the richest pitchblende seams were mined out and demand shifted from radium to uranium, Eldorado turned to more complex processing techniques that combined mechanical and chemical treatments. In the new uranium mills, as in the gold mills on Great Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca, the first stage crushed the ores into manageable and uniformly-sized pieces. In the Con mill these pieces were then directed through ball mills: large, rotating cylinders filled with steel balls. Several hours in these mills pulverised the ore to the consistency of sand.

To squeeze as much value from the large lake ores as possible, intensive processing required the chemical separation of minerals which amplified the physical work done on the ores by penetrating their molecular structure to extract gold and uranium at a microscopic level. The Port Radium, Lorado and Gunnar mills used acid-leaching processes to produce uranium oxide concentrates (yellowcake). The Beaverlodge mill used an alkali-leaching process on its carbonate-rich ores.\textsuperscript{79} Acid leaching took place in giant vats kept in constant motion at a low temperature for between 24 and 36 hours to circulate the solution. The chemical treatment of gold ores involved amalgamation: mixing gold with mercury to extract about 60 per cent of the gold. Mercury did not amalgamate with quartz or sulphides and the gold that remained attached to these was dissolved in a dilute cyanide solution, stirred in huge vats for a day or two. Until the fall of 1940, the 100 tons-per-day Con mill recovered 90 to 92 percent of the gold in ores using amalgamation and cyanidation. After 1940 the Con mill, as well as the 500 tons-per-day Giant mill on Great Slave Lake, and the Box mine on Lake Athabasca treated refractory ores, where the gold values were tightly caught up in the crystalline structure of sulphide minerals. Refractory ores required additional processing using flotation to concentrate the gold and roasting to release arsenic (As) and sulphur (S), leaving behind a red oxide – haematite ($\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$) – with exposed gold particles more susceptible to cyanidation.\textsuperscript{80} The gold recovered at each different stage of the milling process, on the jig, from the amalgam and using cyanide, was melted back together, poured into gold bars and stamped for identification.\textsuperscript{81}

Representations of living bodies travelled with the ores to the earth’s surface and into the mills demonstrating how these metaphors not only expressed particular relationships to subterranean environments, but also to the rocks themselves. In surface plants where mill managers applied mechanical and chemical technologies to transform complex ores into simple end products the metaphors shifted, away from an emphasis on form and movement, to instead present ores as living material that would be consumed and digested. Ore bodies at the surface were referred to as \textit{feed}. Once inside, the feed was conveyed through the mill on belts at constant rates and into bins, cells and ovens. Machines broke down larger pieces of ore rock into fine sands from which the valuable
minerals could be more easily extracted. The machines used to pulverise the ores included jaw crushers, that mimicked the levered operation of a jaw. In setting up treatment circuits to break down the ores, samples were assayed to determine their grade and composition; but testing ores also involved evaluating their consistency. Jack Woodward, with Eldorado’s Research and Development Division, described custom ore samples as “‘tough’ to crush, but “medium soft” to grind’, evoking the texture of foods ingested for nutrition. Poorer quality ores were hoisted to the surface from older workings, as these had been exposed to the weathering elements that reached underground with the extension of habitable environments. The foremost problem was oxygen itself, brought underground in air and water, and which triggered the oxidation of ores. Henry Howard directed mill operations at Port Radium in December 1942 when he observed ‘less slime present due to nearly all ore coming from fresh workings instead of from old stopes. This old ore apparently has disintegrated and creates [the] slime problem.’ The mill operators wanted fresh materials, not stale and decayed ores less suitable for processing.

Mill operations modelled the human digestive tract in language and process: the ore that came into the mills as feed consumed quantities of chemicals and acids depending on its composition, and the combined chemical and mechanical treatment of feed was termed digestion. The sequence of processing strengthened the digestive analogy, for the mechanical separation of ores preceded their chemical processing in various solutions. The mills on Great Bear and Lake Athabasca were the first set of stomachs and the Port Hope Refinery was the second digestive system that transformed the uranium-bearing ores. The Con mill superintendent R.H. Ross and Arvid Thunaes, the metallurgist who headed the Eldorado Project charged with maximising production from the Eldorado ores, used flow diagrams to model mill and refinery circuits. These diagrams represented applied systems thinking, which modelled feedbacks and flows between disparate parts of a given entity and derived from early-twentieth-century explorations into living systems. The flow charts also highlighted the integrated models that guided sub-surface and surface operations used to produce gold and uranium concentrates, simpler compounds than the original ores from which they were extracted and specific products ready to be incorporated into the broader industrial metabolism. Mining men clearly understood milling as a form of digestion that allowed larger industrial entities to feed off subterranean bodies.

MASKING NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES

Mine operators extended the earth’s life-sustaining envelope into their underground workings to sustain human bodies and more intensively exploit ores. Air lines, water lines, electrical lines and lines (hoists or tracks) that allowed
for the movement of miners and ore, entered the adit to each mine from the outside. These life-lines established and regulated material and energy flows between the surface and below. Material flows included the movement of air for ventilation and water for cooling, drinking and movement. Energy flows included compressed air, heat and electricity. Engineers designed the mines to recycle and reuse material and energy, such as the waste rock used to provide stability, the waters that moved tailings through the dredge, or the excess heat generated by engines and also used to provide warmth. Surface operations at mine sites employed the same principles of reuse and recycling to send water, heat, mercury and sulphides through different mill operations or multiple cycles. Mill engineers set formulas to minimise chemical waste. In this fashion, mining men used the feedbacks, flows and waste minimisation that characterise natural living systems as an ideal model from which to re-engineer the large lakes towards their own industrial ends.

Through these ties industrial operations embedded in the large lake ecosystems to exploit not isolated resources but rather resource complexes: locally available water, wind, timber, fuel, ice and gravel all necessary to profitable and successful production of specialised goods. These ties also created the wider ecological consequences of mine operations as toxins coursed through waterways, or uranium emitted radioactivity through the steel drums lifted by workers from the shores of the lakes into planes and railcars en route to Port Hope. From the foregoing discussion it is clear that those who designed and implemented these extractive systems saw the hard rock environments in which they worked as animate and even organic places. They attributed living characteristics to the ore bodies they exploited. Mining men sought to deepen human engagements with alien environments and assimilate human, mechanical and natural work. The presence of animate subterranean bodies complicates the prevailing interpretation that mining men satisfied their basic greed and desires for control by exploiting dead nature. Mining men also saw themselves as engaged in a revolutionary and creative process that brought life to mine shafts, nourished industrial communities and produced end products, such as radium, that could be used to save human lives.

The language that likened industrial operations to human bodies and bodily functions illuminates how and why mining men harnessed specific ore bodies to the wider industrial networks that allowed for them to operate efficiently and profit from subarctic nature. But the same metaphors that illuminate this relationship also made it easier for mining men to ignore the negative consequences of mining operations. Metaphors worked to detach subterranean bodies from the large lakes and obscure the negative consequences of these mining operations. Looking at bodies kept miners from seeing the bigger picture.

The suggestion that rocks had organic qualities equated mines with renewable resource harvesting operations. The living attributes of rocks emphasised either the ways that they moved or their capacity for regeneration. Setting aside
the animated features of rocks for the time being, their capacity for regeneration was clearly an illusion. The geologist who, for example, described a ‘self-re-generating’ stope did not actually believe that old ores could grow new ores, but rather employed a figurative extension of a living rock to obscure his own role in discovering new ore and displace the sustainability of mine operations onto the natural environment. In this imagined world, miners did not renew ore reserves underground but rather the rocks renewed themselves. Such a figurative elaboration drew on accounts of underground development and rocks that made reference to ‘circulating’ ore solutions that ‘penetrated’ and ‘impregnated’ rocks. It emphasised the natural resource wealth of the large lake region and reinforced notions of the Canadian Shield, in which these rocks were found, as a storehouse of hidden wealth. In the paradigm presented by subterranean bodies nature provided wealth, mining men did not create it.

After World War Two, mining surpassed agriculture in importance to the Canadian economy. The previously barren north now figured in Canadian imaginations and aspirations as the staging ground for future mine development and the source of mineral wealth. Mine company directors, acutely conscious of the limited life of a mine as it affected financial planning and the amortisation of capital investments, nevertheless shared federal and provincial government ambitions for the long-term viability of mining in the north-west. They allowed notions of impregnated rocks and the elaborate descriptions of renewable mineral resources in combination with the suggestion that ore bodies provided food for digestion and consumption to infiltrate planning discussions for north-western industry. A 1956 report from Lake Athabasca identified uranium ore production as the ‘only sound index of population growth’ for the surrounding region and specifically, for the new community of Uranium City. This report presented the capacity to sustain a community on the north shore of the lake as a function of mine output and linked people to the land in the way an agricultural community would be tied to soil fertility. Here and elsewhere mining men distinguished mineral-rich locations from the surrounding ‘barren ground’. The Uranium City report made no reference to the limited possibilities of growth for a community dependent upon finite resources. The agricultural allusions were intentional. Family farms were seen as the ideal foundation for new settlements in frontier regions such as the adjacent Peace River district to the west of Lake Athabasca. Mine operators evoked the language of agriculture to suggest how their operations could sustain and nourish workers, their families and ultimately new northern settlements. The shared language and concepts that made agricultural allusions possible failed to acknowledge the ways in which mineral deposits were, unlike grains, wholly unsustainable. They actively denied the ephemerality of mining operations and forestalled any effective analysis of short-term gains versus long-term ecological consequences.

Mining men described exclusively physical bodies to populate what they perceived as an otherwise isolated and empty landscape. The majority of min-
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ing men, sojourners to the north-west, reacted to the large lakes as untouched ‘wilderness’, commenting on its beauty and severity but rarely upon its history. This reflected their experiences in mining communities where Native and Metis residents of the region visited, but did not live because of the exclusionary policies of companies that saw them as unsuited to industrial labour. Sojourning workers had no sense of the human history of the large lakes, whereas for the Dene the large lakes were living historical places. Landscape features marked sites where their families, ancestors and mythical heroes had walked, slept, fished, hunted and fought. Bear Rock, for example, a striking promontory along the Mackenzie River at the mouth of the Bear River travelled by workers, oil and uranium products en route to and from the Port Radium mine, figured prominently in the Dene Yamoria legends.93 Mining men knew the geological history of the large lakes, the ‘parentage’ of individual deposits, but this was not confused with a human history. Mining men did not translate the uniqueness of a particular geological formation into the value attributed to human-built structures. The large lakes manifested only physical, not cultural landscapes to sojourning industrial workers who in turn felt no cultural inhibitions about taking these landscapes apart.94

The absence of emotional bonds to subarctic landscapes highlights how subterranean bodies may have had organic or animate features but nevertheless lacked connections to wider ecosystems. Miners and millers saw how they themselves built such connections with the systems they constructed that recycled water, waste or air but they did not articulate any pre-existing relationships between bodies and the nature in which they were found. In this respect we can see how this particular industrial capitalist engagement with nature made natural resources extractable and isolated in more complex ways than just by their transformation into commodities – drums of yellowcake, needles of radium or bars of gold. Mining men prepared the ground, so to speak, by understanding rocks as discrete units, as vulnerable bodies. Ore bodies worked for miners because they kept underground operations at a human scale even in the context of increased mechanisation at and below the earth’s surface. Subterranean veins and ribs and limbs emphasised the place and significance of human bodies. But just as workers’ bodies were vulnerable to capitalist depredations, so too rock bodies could be extracted and transformed and disseminated; they were isolated and interchangeable.

It was this process of disassembly and dissemination that created the negative impacts of mine operations. It produced the silica-rich and radioactive dust that was in turn inhaled by miners themselves. Miners acted as geological agents by moving and reconstituting rocks and redistributing radioactive and toxic waste materials, including the concentrated arsenic left over from gold milling used for construction and fill. As miners blasted and extracted rocks underground they created conduits along which waste materials would disseminate and map the distribution of toxins through local ecosystems. In 1954 the team surveying dust...
hazards reported to Eldorado officials that a muddy, discoloured stream flowed from Tailings Lake into Beaverlodge Lake, used for the community water supply. The hazard team analysed the water and recorded, ‘9 micrograms of uranium per litre. To the best of our knowledge no standard has been set concerning the safe limit for uranium in potable water, but the report of this analysis is included here for record purposes.’

Earl Shannon, a field officer with the Saskatchewan Government, also reported the pollution to Eldorado managers but the stream continued to flow all winter and into the following spring. Binding subterranean bodies through material flows to the surrounding environment ensured the negative consequences of mine operations. Breaking up underground ores led to the dissemination of radionuclides and toxins through the large lake environments. Miners and company directors ignored these consequences even at a direct cost to their own health.

CONCLUSIONS

Looking closely at the initial stages of the industrial transformation that occurred on the large lakes of Canada’s Subarctic after 1921 illuminates the relationship between industrial capitalist approaches to natural resources and the changes that affected natural systems. What mining men saw in and did to rocks provides a lens through which to explore what these same people thought about the subarctic nature they encountered and altered. This lens does not reveal a dead and mechanical nature easily torn apart to satisfy base desires, but rather exposes subterranean environments populated and animated by miners, machines and metaphors. Where they saw subterranean bodies, mining men humanised mine and mill environments. Engineers and workers simultaneously built mines and mills as systems that used feedback relationships and energy and material flows to embed extractive operations in the resource complexes available on the large lakes of the Mackenzie basin. These integrated systems drew upon the human digestive tract and other living models to extend the possibilities for life further beneath the earth’s surface while more intensively exploiting hard rock ores. The emphasis upon the creative, living and human character of their relationship to nature encouraged the intensification of mining activities across the subarctic and helped to obscure the enduring negative impacts of hard rock mining on the north-west large lakes.
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